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Through all the advancement in automotive design and manufacturing over the years, there has been one constant – vehicle aesthetics is a critical factor in consumers’ purchasing decisions. Finish consistency, quality and variety play the foremost role during a purchase. Automotive coating and finishing processes use advanced technologies to produce durable surfaces, high-quality finishes, while maximizing efficiency and meeting environmental regulations. Paint and coating quantity and quality have an obvious impact on manufacturing, sales and maintenance costs. Quality issues can quickly lead to customer dissatisfaction, expensive recalls and liability issues. However, ensuring correct paint and coating quality is easy and as simple as a single button click.
Correct paint viscosity is the key to good finish quality. Performance parameters are all linked directly to the viscosity of the liquid coating at the point of application. These include coating film build, paint transfer efficiency, coating thickness and deposition, color match, finished surface qualities and chemical resistance. Viscosity is the main factor influencing the thickness and adherence of the coating. Proper viscosity control assures the quality and lifetime of the coat, helping meet the highest demands on the quality and productivity of the painting process.

In modern automotive coating processes, anti-chip coating, primer surfacer, basecoat and clearcoat are typically applied by spraying, thereby requiring the use of atomizers. The quality of atomization influences the quality of the sprayed coating. Spray application requires a viscosity as low as possible to optimize atomization. However, if viscosity is too low, film sagging will result on vertical surfaces, leading to unevenness in coating. This requires finishes with complex rheological properties. They must have low viscosity during spraying, and much higher viscosity when the material lands on the surface to be coated. In addition, paint viscosity depends on temperature, so that maintaining finish quality requires compensating the viscosity for the ambient process temperature.

Traditionally, viscosity in spray-painting operations is done using an efflux cup. The operator fills the cup with paint and measures the time necessary for the cup to empty. The longer the time, the higher the viscosity. This is usually done at intervals of 15 minutes or more, so that deviations in paint viscosity can only be detected after a considerable amount of paint has been sprayed. Also, temperature control of cup measurements is difficult if not impossible, leading to possibly large discrepancies between measured values and actual viscosity at the point of application.

In contrast, monitoring a coating's viscosity inline results in higher coating quality, increased yields, significant savings in the use of coatings and solvents, and minimize the downtime of the coating process, compared to traditional off-line measurements with the efflux cup.

Variation in temperature leads to viscosity changes in the paint materials, resulting in structural differences or sagging. In most paint systems there is a tendency of sedimentation of the contained binder and pigment components. Inhomogeneous paint material inevitably leads to an inadequate painting result. Settled paint components may lead to blockages and to the gradual blocking of lines. Flaked paint components result in soiling of the paint film. Table 1 shows some of the typical car paint and coating defects, and their causes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defect</th>
<th>Cause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sagging</td>
<td>Viscosity too low during spraying.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockages</td>
<td>Settled paint components.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soiling</td>
<td>Flaked paint components.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 1 Typical car paint and coating defects, and their causes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Causes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orange peel</td>
<td>Surface looks like the skin of an orange.</td>
<td>Nozzle held too far away from the surface; shop temperature is too high to alter the viscosity; spray nozzle is clogged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mottled surface</td>
<td>Uneven appearance (generally affects metallic coatings).</td>
<td>Paint not mixed thoroughly before application, viscosity control would have flagged it and ensured proper mixing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runs or sags</td>
<td>Coating does not adhere uniformly to the surface being painted.</td>
<td>Paint drying too slowly, finishing coats applied too thick – high viscosity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color variations</td>
<td>Lacking color consistency across painted/coated units.</td>
<td>Inconsistent and irregular properties of paint due to lack in effective and continuous control over the paint viscosity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solvent pop</td>
<td>Retention of excessive solvent/occluded air in the wet film, which escapes by erupting through the surface.</td>
<td>Inaccurate control over paint formulation viscosity and temperature prior to application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air entrapment</td>
<td>Similar to solvent popping or bubbles.</td>
<td>Inadequate monitoring of paint line conditions, viscosity monitoring will flag air entrapment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blisters</td>
<td>Bubbles near the surface of a film during oven cure that do not break through the surface.</td>
<td>Viscosity of the surface of the film increases to a high level, trapping the volatile solvent at a lower level.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Paint and Coating Process Challenges

Automotive companies and coaters recognize the need to monitor viscosity, but making that measurement outside the laboratory has challenged process engineers and quality departments over the years. Existing laboratory rotational viscometers, rheometers and temperature monitoring systems are of little value in process environments. Viscosity is directly affected by temperature, shear rate, flow conditions, pressure and other variables that are very different for laboratory samples than what they are in the actual process. Traditional instrumentation like flow cups, dip cups, rotational viscometers, cone and plate viscometers, and bubble viscometers are slow, labor intensive, time consuming and prone to inaccuracies.

Paints are typically shear-thinning, having lower viscosity at higher shear rates. This is beneficial for paint performance, since it is important that the paint is applied as a uniform coat and that it stays in place once applied. But conventional viscometers do not reach the high shear rates found in the spray process, so can only indirectly give information about the performance of the paint at the point of application. Temperature is also a crucial variable in determining viscosity, but cup measurements have neither temperature measurement nor control, so cannot be directly compared with actual spraying temperature. This can lead to variations in coating quality as the process temperature varies.

Accurate and Responsive In-Line Viscosity Measurement
Automated in-line viscosity measurement enables continuous monitoring of paint at the point of application. It enables control of the paint viscosity to assure uniform quality of the finished product. Rheonics’ SRV Viscometer is a balanced torsional resonator-based compact in-line process viscometer with built-in fluid temperature measurement (Figure 1). With a measurement time of one second, it detects viscosity fluctuations in the process stream in real time, allowing corrective action to be taken as soon as deviations occur. Inline viscosity management with the Rheonics SRV can help alleviate most common car coating issues like orange peel, clouding and mottling, color variations and solvent pop that can negatively impact the quality of automobile’s finish.

The SRV’s compact form factor enables direct installation in the paint line, close to the point of application. The system remains closed; paint doesn’t need to be handled or transferred to make a viscosity measurement. Small form factor sensors, suitable for hazardous environments, make installation and maintenance convenient. There are no consumables, sampling, and no clean-up is necessary. The measurement is continuous, giving a clear viscosity signal that can be used for monitoring and controlling paint viscosity and for logging viscosity to help in diagnosing quality issues.

Rheonics resonant sensors have intrinsically high shear rates, well up onto the high shear plateau of typical paint systems. These resonant sensors measure viscosities that reflect the behavior of paints at their application shear rates, rather than giving indirect measurements that must be corrected by trial-and-error to reflect actual painting conditions.
Delivers Temperature-Compensated Viscosity Readings

Rheonics sensors have built-in temperature measurement, permitting the temperature of the paint to be monitored at the point of application. This permits adjustment of the viscosity readings to a temperature-compensated viscosity value, which is essential for estimating pigment loading from real-time measurements.

Unique benefits with the SRV for automotive paint and coating applications include:

- Works accurately with both solvent-based and water-based paints and coatings.
- Rugged, hermetically sealed sensor head. The SRV can be cleaned inline or with a solvent wetted rag, no need for disassembly or re-calibration.
- No moving parts to age or foul with paint sediment.
- Unaffected by mounting conditions – can be mounted in any part of the painting system.
- Insensitive to particulate matter; no problem of fouling or any narrow gaps in the sensor.
- All wetted parts are 316L stainless steel – no corrosion problems with commercial paints, additives or solvents.
- Certified under ATEX and IECEx as intrinsically safe – can be used in all solvent-based operations.
- Wide operational range and simple integration – Sensor electronics and communication options make it extremely easy to integrate and run in industrial PLC and control systems.
- Powerful software – Rheonics PaintTrack software is convenient and intuitive, and is powered by a proprietary, advanced, fifth-generation AI system for simple click lock and run. It supports multiple HMIs for operator, production supervisor, quality manager and management view. Designed for automated instrument control and data acquisition in factory environment (Figure 2).
Complete System Overview and Predictive Control

Rheonics resonant sensors, together with Rheonics PaintTrack control system and software, make possible on-line control of temperature-compensated viscosity of primers and coats in multiple painting lines. Coating consistency across painting lines in the factory can be achieved even under varying temperatures and evaporation conditions through automation of the dosing system with a controller using continuous, real-time viscosity measurements.

Key benefits of the PaintTrack control system and software include:

- Reduce and eliminate setup times and scrap by loading pre-run jobs for repeat orders.
- Improve painting quality and reduce costs: Achieve color consistency, reduce coating errors by ensuring correct paint properties during the process.
- Complete automation for improved productivity and efficiency: Maximize paint operation speed, decrease reliance on manual machine adjustments and manual measurement techniques.
- Robust accuracy and repeatability: No maintenance, no recalibration = no attention needed.
- Temperature-compensated viscosity with proprietary Predictive Tracking Control: Solution that precisely locks color and coat quality from start to finish on every job with repeatable results.
You can take the cup out of the equation: Coating process is set to scientific standards, 100 times greater accuracy and resolution than average efflux cups.

**Conclusion**

1. Vibrational viscometers, such as the Rheonics SRV, come closer to matching the high shear rates in spray paint application than do rotational or cup viscometers. Therefore, measurements with the SRV come closest to predicting the behavior of paint under actual spraying conditions.
2. Inline viscosity control with the SRV and Rheonics PaintTrack enables continuous viscosity control, making necessary dilutions in real time. Coating quality is guaranteed from the beginning of a new drum to its end.
3. Rheonics SRV and PaintTrack control true temperature-compensated viscosity, a key predictor of pigment content and final coating quality.
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